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NOVICE KIDNAPERS 
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Three men get tricked by a wealthy businessman and cannot prove it. Two of them               
decide to kidnap his daughter to get their money back while the youngest one stands               

against it. The duo puts their plan on the act. They rent a car and take the girl on the                    

road saying the businessman sent them.  
When they arrive at the place they are intended to hide, the youngest one tries to stop                 

them, so they have to continue the operation in the car.  
On the way, the men reveal their stories. The one who drives is looking after his family                 

and ill sibling who has no idea of his illness. The second man who is a soft talker and a                    

school teacher is fighting for adopting his late sister’s daughter otherwise she will be              
sent to the orphanage abroad. The youngest man is a young engineer who has to pay                

debts for his dad who ran away.  
The youngest man notices the woman’s hammer tattoo and reveals his peg tattoo which              

gets them closer. They discover each other being bi, additionally. While the other two              

confesses being gays. Then they tell the girl why they kidnapped her. 
While riding, the second man asks the first one to drive as carefully as he can every                 

possible moment, yet a policeman stops them because of a road bully they had to deal                
with. However, the woman doesn’t say anything.  

Later, the woman confesses that she is just the tailor of that businessman’s daughter.              

That is why they mistook her for the rich’s daughter. She didn’t say it before as she was                  
afraid they would kill her.  

They stop aside to perceive the events they just went through. The woman takes out               
some documents revealing her being one of the victims of the businessman. She got              

close to his house covering it as the try-on visits and found the necessary evidence that                

can help to prove his crimes. 
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